
6 in 1 
   All Rounder
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Available in 4 ranges & various colours

Nylon webbing

Die-cast ring

Rings

Multiple
snap hooks

Fancy Dress  
Utility          
Alpinist
Pavement Special

|  10 colours
|  10 colours
|  10 colours
|  4 colours

Material
Webbing: Nylon
Snap Hook: Zinc
Die-cast ring: Zinc
Ring: Zinc

Nylon: A strong synthetic woven fibre with high abrasion resistance. The nylon webbing is woven tightly for
improved strength and to avoid snagging. 

Zinc: A strong and durable compound that does not rust and is resistant to other forms of corrosion.

Certification
Products undergo stringent testing to ensure your pet’s safety.
Tested for: 1) Mechanical and Physical Strengths  2) Colourfastness.

Origin
Designed in Cape Town, South Africa. Manufactured in South Africa.

Wash Instructions
Surface clean only. Not machine washable.

Caution
Purchase the correct style and size to ensure your dog’s safety and comfort. 
Replace Multi Lead if damaged in any way to avoid injury.

!
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Features and Benefits

Multi Lead
across 4 ranges

Reflective 
Stitching 

Die-cast ring Multipurpose Safety High 
Durability

FANCY DRESS x x x x

UTILITY x x x x x

ALPINIST x x x x

PAVEMENT SPECIAL x x x x

What is the use of a Multi Lead?
Our Multi Lead is all about function. Super easy to adjust with multiple uses. Use the 
multiple points of attachment for 6 different dog leash styles.

Multipurpose
Multiple points of attachment.
Able to walk two dogs.

Safety
Improved control.

What makes the Multi Lead highly durable?
Our metal components are tough, weather resistant, water proof, 
long lasting and versatile. The combination of our unique die-cast metal components 
combined with our tightly stitched webbing makes this product highly durable.

High Durability
Tough and long lasting.

What makes the Multi Lead safe to use?
The Multi Lead in combination with any of our Collars or Harnesses allow you to control 
the direction and the distance between you and your dog(s). It also offers 6 different 
leash styles. The tightly woven webbing is soft and comfortable, which ensures a perfect 
fit and no irritation to the skin while out walking. 
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Pull Strength
Rogz caters for all shapes and sizes. Use our pull strength guide to ensure you purchase 
the right lead for your dog’s walking style and pulling strength.

Dog Weight and Lead Length
The length of a lead will determine the amount of slack you choose for your dog. It should be long 
enough to provide slack but short enough for you to exert control and navigation. Depending on 
breed and your dog’s pull strength, the shorter the lead the more control and safety you have over 
your furry friend. However the environment in which you use the Multi Lead also plays a factor in 
the length of lead you may choose for your dog’s safety.

Dog Weight
Rogz Pull Strength Chart for Multi Lead

Small Medium Large X-Large

Max14kg

Lead Length: 1.8m

Lead Length: 1.6m

Max18.6kg

Lead Length: 1.6m

Max 22.8kg

Lead Length: 1.6m

Max 37kg

Multiple Lead lengths 
for any size dog and 
walking style
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Function of the Multi Lead

How to use the Multi Lead

Having control of your dog on walks is essential for a happy dog and a happy owner, and the right type of walking 
equipment can help. Our metal components are produced through die casting which produces geometrically
complex metal parts through the use of re-usable molds, ensuring all our metal components are unique, highly 
durable and consistent across all ranges. 

Full 
360 rotation

Larger Snap Hook Multi Lead

Snap Hook
Zinc ring

Die-cast 
ring

Webbing

Webbing

Full 
360 rotation

These leads are all about function. Super easy to adjust with multiple uses. The Multi Lead offers
6 different dog leash styles.
1. Long Lead (1.6m)
2. Medium Lead (1.3m)
3. Short Lead (1m)
4. Double Lead
5. Temproary Tie
6. Shoulder Lead
Attach the larger trigger hook to the dog’s Collar or Harness.

1 2 3
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